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ABSTRACT Skin problems not only injure physical health but also induce psychological problems,
especially for patients whose faces have been damaged or even disfigured. Using smart devices, most of
the people are able to obtain convenient clinical images of their face skin condition. On the other hand, the
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved near or even better performance than human beings in
the imaging field. Therefore, this paper studied different CNN algorithms for face skin disease classification
based on the clinical images. First, from Xiangya–Derm, which is, to the best of our knowledge, China’s
largest clinical image dataset of skin diseases, we established a dataset that contains 2656 face images
belonging to six common skin diseases [seborrheic keratosis (SK), actinic keratosis (AK), rosacea (ROS),
lupus erythematosus (LE), basal cell carcinoma (BCC), and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)]. We performed
studies using five mainstream network algorithms to classify these diseases in the dataset and compared the
results. Then, we performed studies using an independent dataset of the same disease types, but from other
body parts, to perform transfer learning on our models. Comparing the performances, the models that used
transfer learning achieved a higher average precision and recall for almost all structures. In the test dataset,
which included 388 facial images, the best model achieved 92.9%, 89.2%, and 84.3% recalls for the LE,
BCC, and SK, respectively, and the mean recall and precision reached 77.0% and 70.8%.
INDEX TERMS Deep learning, CNN, facial skin disease, medical image processing.
I. INTRODUCTION

Based on a survey in 2010, skin diseases had the fourth
leading cause of nonfatal disease burden in the world, and
three of the world’s most common diseases were skin diseases [1]. Skin diseases have caused enormous economic
burdens both in high-income and low-income countries. For
each individual, skin problems can have adverse effects on
all aspects of life, including interpersonal relationships, work,
social functioning, physical activity and mental health.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Linbo Qing.
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Usually, skin diseases cause skin lesions, scales,
plaques, pigmentation and other symptoms on the patient’s
skin [2]–[5]. These symptoms result in long-term pain and
disfigurement. Such damage not only injures physical health
but also contribute to serious mental problems, especially
when such damage occurs on face. Studies [6]–[8] showed
that patients with primary skin diseases (such as psoriasis,
alopecia areata and vitiligo) have a higher potential for mental
problems, such as anxiety and depression. In addition, some
skin disease treatments also have the possibility of inducing
mental illness (such as isotretinoin, an acne medication, may
induce suicidal depression).
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Facial skin is exposed to the air almost all the time, so it has
a higher risk of being damaged than other areas. Moreover,
facial skin is the most important part of the body for people’s
appearance, so people are more concerned about their facial
skin health than skin health anywhere else.
Along with the availability of massive amounts data
brought by the Internet [9] and the improvement of computing power brought by advanced hardware, deep learning
algorithms have achieved human-level performance in many
fields. For example, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have made many breakthroughs in the field of medical image
processing, especially for pathological, CT and MRI images,
which have rigid features and high resolution. However,
research on clinical images is relatively insufficient. For these
reasons, clinical images always contain a very complex context, and it is hard to control the conditions of acquiring the
image. These circumstances make image processing tasks
difficult.
Furthermore, datasets of a certain part of the body, especially the face, re relatively scarce. At present, most of the
available datasets are not clearly labeled with information on
the body parts; for some datasets that provide this information, the proportion of facial images is always small [10]. All
of these conditions make research difficult.
Therefore, this paper first constructed a skin image dataset
based on 6 common facial skin diseases (seborrheic keratosis
(SK), actinic keratosis (AK), rosacea (ROS), lupus erythematosus (LE), basal cell carcinoma (BCC), and squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC)). It includes 2,656 facial images for
a total of 4,394 images. We focus on these diseases for the
following reasons: 1) LE, ROS, BCC and SCC frequently
occur on the face; 2) AK and SK usually transition from
benign to malignant without timely treatment.
Based on the dataset, experiments were carried out on
5 different CNN structures to verify whether these methods
can effectively diagnose facial skin diseases using clinical
images. In the test set consisting entirely of facial images,
the structure named Inception-ResNet-v2 achieved the highest average precision (77.0%).
II. RELATED WORKS

Many studies have applied deep learning algorithms to skin
diseases [10]–[12]. For example, the performance in the task
of classifying skin tumors using the Inception-v3 network
has reached the level of professional dermatologists; for nine
classes of tumors, a computer achieved an accuracy of 55.4%,
and two dermatologists achieved accuracies of 53.3% and
55.0% [10]. Using the same network structure, [11] achieved
an accuracy of 87.25 ± 2.24% on the dermoscopic images
for four common skin diseases, including SK, BCC, psoriasis and melanocytic nevus. These studies show that current
deep learning methods have the potential to be applied to
dermatoses.
At the same time, the application of deep learning to facerelated diseases is also promising. Reference [13] designed a
deep learning algorithm called DeepGestalt and trained their
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model on more than 17,000 real facial images of genetic
syndromes, and this model can identify more than 200 genetic
syndromes using facial images with relatively high precision.
Reference [14] investigated using CNNs to classify acne
into different severity grades ranging from clear to severe,
and their results show that the accuracy of their method
outperformed expert physicians.
Initially, we investigated the proportion of facial images
in the most commonly used public datasets for skin disease, which include AtlasDerm [15], DermlS [16], the ISIC
Archive [17], Derm101 [18] and Dermnet [19]. Most of
these datasets [15]–[18] did not provide information about
body parts. In [19], which does provide body parts information, there were only 195 facial images. It is difficult to
perform further research on facial skin diseases using such
limited data. As a result, building a specialized dataset for
face images is extremely necessary for our research.
III. FACE IMAGE DATASET

First, this paper established a dataset based on facial skin
disease images, including 6 common skin diseases. The
images in the dataset were obtained from Xiangya-Derm.
These images and labels were rigorously reviewed by at least
three experienced dermatologists. It will be made public after
relevant procedures are completed.
Xiangya-Derm consists of 150,223 clinical images from
543 different skin diseases. Each image is captured by digital
camera and has a matched pathology and medical history.
This construct was produced by the Department of Dermatology, Xiangya School of Medicine, Central South University.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the largest clinical image
dataset of skin disease for computer-aided diagnosis (CADx).
The details of the data distribution are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 1. It is worth mentioning that the training set and
the test set are divided according to different patients, which
means that images of the same patient are prevented from
appearing in both the training set and the test set.
Our study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
Xiangya School of Medicine, Central South University, and
all participants provided informed consent.
IV. METHODS

A neural network is a mathematical model inspired by the
transfer process of biological neuron information, and its
purpose is to learn a mapping from input to output. By using a
loss function as a constraint and backpropagation to optimize
the parameters, this method can automatically learn complex
tasks for different fields. This method has reduced the need
for human labor, such as manual feature extraction and data
reconstruction for classification. A CNN is a type of neural
network. It generally consists of an input layer, many hidden
convolutional layers, and an output layer. Using this structure, the model can include a large number of parameters
and obtain some usable properties, such as equivariance, for
image-related tasks.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 2. (a) is the input images, (b) is the heatmap for the combination
of input images and the corresponding output of grad-CAM(d). (c) is the
output of guided propagation.

FIGURE 1. The stacked cylinder diagram ((a) left) and the pie chart
((a) right) show the distribution of the images of face and other body
parts for different diseases in the dataset; (b) shows some examples of
the dataset.
TABLE 1. Summary of dataset.

In this paper, we used five mainstream CNN algorithms
that have been pretrained on ImageNet [9]. These five structures include ResNet-50, Inception-v3, DenseNet121, Xception and Inception-ResNet-v2. We used same pre-process for
these images, including random reverse and crop. And to
address the problem of data imbalance, we used different
weights in the cost function for different diseases.
ResNet adds connections between the shallow and deep
layers of the network. Such connections directly transmit the
information of the shallow layer to the deep layer. On the
other hand, the propagation of the gradient to the shallow
layer during backpropagation greatly increases the number
of network layers [20].
The basic module of the Inception structure is the inception
block. There are different kernels in a block, and each type
of kernel has a different shape; the output of the block is
combines the output from different kernels. This improves
the diversity of the network in terms of width and the diversity of the scale of the receptive field. Therefore, the model
improved its recognition performance for objects with different sizes [21], [22].
VOLUME 7, 2019

DenseNet adds connections between each two layers; that
is, the output feature maps of each layer will be used as the
input for all subsequent layers. Using these dense connections, the network reuses features, thereby improving performance with fewer parameters, which makes the calculation
more efficient [23].
Xception is an updated version of the Inception structure.
Xception improves the Inception module with a depthwise
separable convolution. This change decouples spatial correlations and cross-channel correlations. It can obtain a better performance than Inception-v3 with the same parameters [24].
To some extent, Inception-ResNet is a combination of
Inception and ResNet structures. By adding a residual connection to the Inception network, it can train deeper networks
while maintaining the scale diversity of the network, thereby
enhancing the performance [25].
In this paper, we used the same 300∗ 300 input images for
each network and did not change the basic structure from that
in their origin paper. We replaced the first fully connected
layer behind the last convolutional layer with global average pooling and a 1∗ 1 convolution to reduce the number of
parameters and maintain spatial information. Finally, we used
a 1024-d fully connected layer in each network and then
used a softmax or logistic regression classifier to obtain 6
confidence outputs for six facial skin diseases. More details
about the model structures are shown in Table 2, where inception block, dense block, transition layer,andinception resnet
blockare modules that are the same as those from the origin
papers.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

First, the five models are trained using only clinical facial
images. The results obtained are shown in Table 3. The
Inception-ResNet-v2 structure achieved the highest performance. Then, we pretrained the model with the data of other
body parts and used the parameters from the pretrained model
as the initial parameters for the new model, which is a method
called transfer learning. The results are shown in Table 4.
Comparing the results of Tables 3 and 4, the performance
of the models that were pretrained on other body part images
are generally superior to those models that were trained using
only the facial images. In our opinion, there are so many
differences between the images of different parts of the body.
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TABLE 2. Structures of the five models.

TABLE 3. Results of the model which have not been pre-trained by images of other body parts.

However, for most diseases, the difference in symptoms on
different body parts is not obvious. Therefore, when training
the model for skin diseases, a better strategy would be to
use the data of the whole body to train the model and then
use it as the initialization and retrain model on images of a
66508

particular body part. Then, the model can be used to diagnose
the disease at that specific body part.
As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, among the five network
structures, the Inception-ResNet-v2 structure achieved a better performance. However, the recall for AK is only 54.1%.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 4. Results of the model which has been pre-trained by images of other body parts.

FIGURE 3. Confusion matrix (left) and ROC curve (right) of the Inception-ResNet v2 model on the test set. Class 0-5 are
corresponding to BCC, LE, ROS, SK, AK, SCC respectively.

By analyzing the confusion matrix (Figure 3), we found that
most of the misjudgment samples of AK were classified as
SK. After consulting experts, we believe that the primary reason is the similar clinical manifestations between SK and AK,
which include brown rashes, flat papules and local keratoses.
Another possible reason is the imbalance in the number
of samples for these two diseases. In the dataset, the number
of SK images is significantly more than the number of AK
images. These two reasons combined cause misclassifications. As a result, we believe that at such an insufficient data
scale, it is hard for current CNN structures to determine the
difference between such similar diseases. This issue should
be studied in future studies.
Furthermore, a drawback of deep learning is that the output is hard to explain. To explore what the networks have
learned from these images indeed, we used grad-CAM [26]
and guided propagation [27] to visualize the output results
of Inception-ResNet-v2. For a particular output class, areas
that contribute more to classification than other areas are
shown in warmer colors in the heatmap. The results [Figure 2]
show that, generally, CNNs indeed made their predictions by
using features learned from lesion areas or other areas with
VOLUME 7, 2019

abnormalities, rather than from the textures or other features
of normal skin.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper performed experiments using five mainstream
CNN structures for the clinical image diagnosis of six common facial skin diseases and constructed a data set consisting
mainly of facial skin disease images. The results demonstrate that CNNs have the ability to recognize facial skin
diseases. Based on our experiments, we determined that different models to diagnose diseases on different body parts
should be used. Furthermore, our experiments also showed
that a more reasonable network structure could improve the
performance of the model. The performance of the current
network structure has been satisfactory in some diseases,
but the overall performance has yet to be improved. As a
result, if we want that people to actually use this technique
to check their face skin health in their daily life, specialized
improvements should be developed.
In our opinion, the application of artificial intelligence
techniques in the medical field is not sufficient, and the
datasets from this field should be improved both in quantity
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and quality. With the increasing amount of facial image data
of various skin diseases and the continuous improvement of
the network structure, CNN-based facial skin disease diagnosis algorithms will continue to improve in performance.
We believe that, in the future, patients will use convenient
CNN-based applications to keep their face skin healthy.
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